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Flipping my Classroom: 
Revamping the 1L 
Research Curriculum 
Kristen Murray 
Temple University, Beasley School of 
Law 
Why reconsider the research 
curriculum? 
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What is Information Literacy? 
n  The set of skills 
needed to find, 
retrieve, analyze 
and use 
information. 
n  Ellie Margolis and 
Kristen Murray, Say 
Goodbye to the 
Books: Information 
Literacy as the New 
Legal Research 
Paradigm, 38 U. 
Dayton L. Rev. 117 
(2013) 
5 Basic Competencies 
n Know 
n Access  
n Evaluate 
n Use  
n Ethical/Legal   
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Teaching Research 
Under an Information 
Literacy Model 
Five Principles 
1. Reframe the goal of teaching legal 
research. 
2. Focus on evaluating, not finding. 
3. Move away from linear research plans. 
4. Reframe what it means to “learn by 
doing.” 
5. Rethink traditional approaches to the first 
year course. 
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Old Research Curriculum 
n  Introduction during Orientation 
n  Variations on the same problem over the 
year (LRW I and II) 
n  Research Report #1: group research 
project; structured questions; includes 
books 
n  Research Report #2: individual project; 
structured questions 
n  CALR training through vendors 
Bibliographic Research 
Assignment 
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Info Lit Research Assignment 
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Info Lit Research Assignment 
New Research Curriculum 
n  No more print research, even during Intro 
n  New assignment with more research 
components 
n  Open-ended research report questions 
incorporating free resources 
n  “Research Labs” throughout both semesters 
–  Including in-class CALR training 
n  Culminating in-class “exam” on research, 
citation, hierarchy of authority 
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Questions to Ask 
n  Is it law? 
n  If it’s law, is it my law? 
n  If it’s my law, is it useful law? 
n  If it’s not law, or not my law, is it useful 
in some other way? 
n  Is it credible? 
n  Is it permanent? 
Before…. 
…After 
